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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the problem#-- The purpose of this study
is to oompile, tabulate, and analyze a list of spelling errors
from all of the written work of ninety-one pupils in three
fourth grades for a period of ten weeks beginning December 3,
1945, and ending February 15, 1946*
1/Suzzalo stated:
Our teachers are peculiarly sensitive to the mis-
spellings of their pupils. The careful teacher
feels a pang of conscience with every misspelled
word, and even an indifferent teacher is shocked
into a sense of shortcoming, if the errors called
to his attention are those of spelling*
The writer, a classroom teacher, has observed many
spelling errors in the free writing of the pupils in her
fourth grade* It seemed that many different errors were
being made by many different pupils in all types of different
work*
It is hoped that this study will show that there is a
need for individual supplementary spelling lists; and that
a teacher will acquire much information concerning her spell-
ing problem by initiating a study of spelling errors.
1/ Henry Suzzalo, The Teaching of Spelling . Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1011, p,l.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
As the purpose of this study is to compile, tabulate,
and analyze spelling errors, it seemed advisable to study
the research concerning spelling errors, selection of words,
and methods of teaching,
Hollingworth —^ made the first extensive investigation
in the field of spelling errors using eighteen fifth grade
children who were considered deficient in spelling by their
teachers. Prom the daily records of misspellings preserved
in the Experimental Class, she noticed that :
Error is by no means a senseless and uncaused
phenomenon, but there are certain factors which
both cause and limit its extent. Among the most
frequent and interesting errors are those due to
lapses. These errors are made by children who 1 know
better', who can correct the mistake spontaneously
as soon as attention is called to it.—/
Among the misspellings due to lapses are errors of
3/
omission, substitution, and transposition.
1/ Leta S. Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability
In Spelling
,
Teachers College Contributions to Education, Ho,
55. Hew York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1918,
p,8.
2/ Ibid ., p.38.
3/ Loc , cit. 2
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31 /Book and Harter ~ in an effort to determine the kinds
of mistakes which learners of spelling regularly make, con-
ducted an investigation in 1926. They collected over a three
month period 3096 spelling test papers from the pupils in
grades 2,3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 in the Bloomington, Indiana Public
Schools; 608 compositions from the freshmen and sophomore
students in the high school; and 1492 themes from freshmen
students at Indiana University. In these 6196 papers, 18,840
spelling errors were found and classified. Eighteen types
of errors were listed, among which were omission, addition,
u
substitution, transposition and phonetic spelling.
Mendenhall ~ initiated his study of spelling errors in
1929. Each of 2300 words was administered to 100 public
school children, Grades I-VI. Resulting from this procedure,
were 280,000 spellings correct and incorrect to be analyzed
intensively and comprehensively # Many significant and valuable
conclusions have been reached in this extensive analytical
study of spelling errors. One of the most significant among
these is the conclusion concerning the most frequent errors
found in this study.
1/ William F. 5ook and Richard S. Harter, "Mistakes Which
Ripils Make in Spelling", Journal of Educational Research
,
19:106, February, 1929.
2/ loc . clt .
3/ James E. Mendenhall, An Analysis of Spelling Errors , Hew
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College7 Columbia
University, 1930, p.5.
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Mendenhall said, "A study of the most frequent errors
shows, (1) that 85 per cent are in omission and substitution
of letters; (2) that 75 per cent are phonetic; and (3) that
4.5 per cent are homonyms." ^
2 /Carroll —'to discover the comparative ability of bright
and dull children to generalize, studied the spelling errors
made by 100 bright children and 100 dull children selected
from the fourth and fifth grades of a public school. The
author from this investigation drew these conclusions :
1. Bright and dull children show marked differences
of degrees in the kinds of spelling errors which
they make#
2# Bright and dull children are affected differently
by the length of the word and by the position of
the syllable.
3# The bright are much more likely than the dull to
spell words phonetically.
4. The psychological explanation of each of these
differences appears to lie in the marked superiority
of the bright over the dull in phonetic generaliza-
tion ability,
1/ James E. Mendenhall, op. cit .. p. 10.
2/ Herbert Allen Carroll, Generalization of Bright and Dull
Children- A Comparative Study with SpecTaT~Reference to
gpelllng T Teachers College Contributions to SducationT^o • 439
.
$ew York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1930, p.54.
3/ Loc. cit
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Fitzgerald —^studied spelling errors made by children
in friendly letters written in life outside the school* Fourth-
grade children wrot© 742 of these letters. He found:
(1) that fourth-grade children made 6018 spelling
mistakes in 87,690 attempted spellings, a percentage
of error of 6*9; (2) that fourth-grade children
misspelled 1553 of the 3327 words used, making
mistakes on 46*7 per cent of the different words
attempted; (3) that fourth-grade children made 6018
spelling mistakes on 1553 different words, an average
of 3*88 for each word missed. 2/
Foran —^claimed that the variations in the types of
spelling errors are produced by differences in the degree
of the pupils ability, age, and other conditions of learn-
ing* Careless writing and the lack of a critical attitude
in regard to written work are the causes of many errors.
4/
Gates “ tabulated the common misspellings of 3,876
words* From these data he reported, "Although in a consider-
able proportion of the cases, misspellings tend to be of one
or two common types, it is much easier to define the part
of the word in which the error occurs than it is to give
1/ James A. Fitzgerald, "Words Misspelled Most Frequently by
Children of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Grade Levels in Life
Outside the School," Journal of Educational Research,November
,
2/ Ibid., p.213.
3/Thomas George Foran, The Psychology and Teaching of Spelling .
’Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University Press, i9"3?, p.109.
4/ Arthur I. Gates, A List of Spelling Difficulties in 3,876
Words . New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1937, p.6.
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Research ^said that the errors made in the initial
spelling of words probably will not persist if followed by
positive teaching.
3/
Hildreth "“'declared that many errors are dne to the
addition and transposition of letters, and that phonetic
errors are common among young children.
4/
Durrell suggested :
For children with extreme spelling difficulties
in the intermediate grades or above, tabulations
may be made of the nature of the errors. Often,
these reveal systematic errors on certain types of
words, letter combinations, or sound combinations.
In tabulating errors, it should be noted
whether they relate to words spelled phonetically
or to wordd spelled unphonetically. Presence of
many misspellings that are correct phonetic repre-
sentations usually indicates over-attention to
sounds or an attempt to reason out a word's spell-
ing rather than an automatic response to the word. £
1/ Loc . clt .
2/ yptet Does Research Say ? A Statement of the Implications
of Educational ftesearch~"?or Teaching in the Elementary SchooT
,
Bulletin Ho. &08, published hy Eugene"3. Elliott, Superintend-
ent of Schools, Lansing, Michigan, 1937, p.82.
3/ Gertrude Hildreth, "Spelling Errors," The Implications of
Research for the Classroom Teacher
,
Washington,!). 6. : national
Education Association, 1939, p.l6§.
4/ Donald D. Durrell, The Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities. Yonkers-on-Hudson.New York: “World Book Company,
I$40, P.S75.
5/ Ibid., pp. 275-276
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In Suzzalo's opinion the words a ohild should know are
those he needs in his spontaneous written composition. The
spelling textbook has been supplemented frequently by word
lists compiled by the teacher in the course of teaching his
2/particular class.
3/
Tidyman reiterated that,
In seeking to discover what words really form
the child's vocabulary, only spontaneous composi-
tions should be considered, for in literal repro-
ductions, large numbers of the unassimilated wordB
of the text are certain to be brought into the
written work.
4/
McKee —'stated, "Data gathered from the writing that
children do should throw light upon the selection and the
grade-placement of spelling vocabulary."
The writer does not wish to infer that in-
vestigations of children's writing vocabulary will
yield a complete solution of the problem. Several
other attacks ought to be used. However, a careful
tabulation of important errors found in the spon-
taneous writings of children should furnish data
on the spelling difficulty of individual words.
Such procedure probably would provide a more valid
measure of spelling difficulty than would ordinary
testing. 5/
1 / Henry Suzzalo, The Teaching of Spelling . Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1$11, p.Hll.
2/ Ibid ., p.26.
3/ Willard K. Tidyman, The Teaching of Spelling . New York:
World Book Company, 191$, p.4.
4/ Paul McKee, "Research Values in Children’s Writing
vocabularies", Elementary English Review
,
7: 73,March, 1930.
5/ Ibid., p«76.
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Cook alleged that pupils tend to learn to spell
words they use most frequently and those which represent
fundamental life interests* Prom this finding he surmised:
It is probable that many words of high
frequency could be omitted entirely from the
course of study without impairing the spelling
ability of the final elementary school product*
This would permit more time to be spent on the
words of high frequency which persistently give
difficulty or upon words of lower frequency than
are now commonly included in the elementary spell-
ing lists. £/
In Wise's —' study of the selection and gradation of
words in twenty well-known spelling textbooks, a lack of
agreement was evident in the choice of words that should
form the spelling vocabulary for elementary school children.
He recommended:
Extensive scientific investigations be made
of the free, undirected, and uncontrolled writing
of children at various school-grade levels. Such
investigations might reveal much additional in-
formation concerning children's writing vocabular-
ies and the confused problem of grade-placement, 2/
Breed pointed out that there have been defects in
the method of tabulating and selecting the words in the
numerous investigations of children's vocabularies*
S Walter Wellman Gook, The Measurement of General Spellingility Involving Controlled Comparisons~l3etween techniques
,
University of Iowa Studies, Vol*vl, No.6. Iowa City, Iowa:
University of Iowa Press, 1932, p. 109.
2J Loc * oit *
3/Carl Tipton Wise, "The Selection and Gradation of Words
Tn Spelling," unpublished Doctor's dissertation. University
of North Dakota, Grand Porks, 1934, unpaged*
4/ Ibid . , unpaged.
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9Breed ^ emphasized, "To the writer* s knowledge there is not
yet a single published study of the vocabulary of children's
writing that provides frequency of usage for the individual
words." —
^
In his opinion, frequency of children* s usage is a suf-
ficient basis for word selection in Grades II-IV, if the
3/frequency values are large enough to be reliable. —/
4/
Clayton made a detailed study of ten well-known spellers
to determine what agreement they showed in the selection and
grade-placement of their vocabularies. He summarized, "The
investigation shows that the books examined do not agree to
any marked extent on either the selection or gradation of
words." -/
Fernald £/ claimed that the child himself can supply the
most satisfactory spelling vocabulary by learning new words
as he writes; thus, spelling books or formal word lists will
be unnecessary.
1/ Frederick S, Breed, "Selection and Gradation of the Spell-
ing Vocabulary," Sixteenth Yearbook of the national Elementary
Principal
,
Wa shington
,
D . . TiJa tional“Education A s so c ia tion
,
1937, p.$52.
Zj Loo , cit.
5/ TEId ., p.357
•
4/ Ralph Clayton, "A Study of the Gradation of Spelling
vocabularies," unpublished Master* s thesis, Colorado State
College of Education, Greeley, Colorado, 1940, p.47.
5J Loc . cit.
6/ Grace M. Pernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School
Subjects
.
Hew York: Mc&raw-Eill Book Company, tnc. , 1943, p. 206.
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Archer ^observed that children learned to spell fonr
or five thousand words, but many children can spell more
words than this number. In order to do this, transfer must
take place, or these additional words are learned in some
other way. His findings indicated that the closer the
similarity of form the greater the transfer and as words
become more dissimilar, positive transfer becomes less and
2/less. —
'
3/Among the conclusions of Sartorius -'appeared.
Since certain letter combinations are pro-
nounced in a larger number of different ways than
other letter combinations, it is probably desirable,
other things being equal, to teach the child to
make more common and consistent phonetic transla-
tion, than to study the less common and the less
consistent ones.
1/King recorded:
In the course of this study, seven rules. for
spelling found in modern spelling books were taught
to children in Grades 3-8 inclusive. After each
teaching period an examination was given in each
rule to test the children’s ability to remember
the rule and to apply it both to real words and
to nonsense words. The papers were then analyzed,
and the errors studied thoroughly to secure useful
suggestions for teaching these rules.
1/ Clifford P. Archer, Transfer of Training in Spelling ,
University of Iowa Studies, Vol.V, Ho
.5, Iowa Clxy,Iowa:
University of Iowa Press, 1931, p.7.
2/ Ibid., p.59.
3/ Ina Craig Sartorius, Generalization in Spelling-A Study
of Various Bases of Generalization in Teaching Spelling
,
Teachers College Contributions to Education,Ho.472. Hew York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931, p.55.
4/Luella M. King, Learning and Applying Spelling Rules in
trades Three to Eight
,
Teachers College Contributions tFlEd.
flo. oojy . flew’Tork: Columbia University, 1932, p.60.
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The investigator's general findings of this study were:
1. Efficiency in learning to state and to apply the
rules was increased from grade to grade.
2. Scores by mental ages were very similar to those of
the grade having the same average mental age.
3. Scores on nonsense words showed the same general
errors as on the real words, hut the mistakes
usually were more numerous, probably because the
unfamiliarity of the material made reasoning more
difficult and because there was no help from words
already learned. ±/
2 /Carson -^made an extensive survey of teacher preferences
in text arrangement and method in the field of spelling and
found that teachers of the country prefer :
1. A spelling text arranged on a weekly list assignment
plan,
2. One spelling list for the grade
3. The study test plan of teaching
4. Weekly review of lessons in the text
5. Words printed in two forms, as a whole and in
syllables
6* Teaching the meaning of a word, and then the spelling
7. A hundred per cent mastery of a limited list (3000
words)
8. That all the pupils have the same spelling list.
1/ Luella M. King, Loc . oit *
3/
2J Olive G. Carson, "Teacher Preferences in Text Arrangement
In the Field of Spelling," unpublished Master's thesis ,Boston
University, School of Education, Boston,Mass.
,
1933, p#71.
3/ Loc . clt .

1/
Watson stressed,
It should he noted, however, that there is
little that can be considered finally conclusive
in either the experimental or the theoretical
treatment of the various aspects and problems in-
volved in the teaching of spelling. On practically
every phase one finds experimental evidence and
authoritative opinion to support either of two
directly opposite recommendations. There is
scarcely a point that is not a subject of consider-
able controversy.
2/Dolch “ stated that drill is essential to the teaching
of spelling, but it must be carried on in such a way that
the child will not lose interest in spelling.
3/McCarthy —' compared the flash card method of teaching
spelling with the study-test method, in the second and third
grades, using one hundred and twenty pupils. The experimenter
made known.
12
A summary of total results of the final test
of sixty words showed a statistically significant
difference of 7.68 in favor of the flash card method
in Grade Two. In Grade Three the difference of
14.66, in favor of the flash card method, was also
statistically significant. 4
/
1/ Alice E. Watson, Experimental Studies in the Psychology
and Pedagogy of Spelling
,
Teachers College
,
Contributions to
Education,*oTZZQ, New York: Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1935, p.4.
2J William Dolch, Better Spelling , Champaign, Illinois: The
Uarrard Press, 1942, p.l3T.
3/ Mary Gertrude McCarthy, "Comparison of the Plash Card
Method of Teaching Spelling with the Study Test Method in
Grades Two and Three,” unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, Boston, Mass., 1942, p.39.
4/ Ibid ., p.40.
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Straub 1/ insisted that,
Spelling cannot and must not be taught in
isolation from the larger experience whole, nor
in isolation from life’s whole experiences* Mean-
ings and relationships which serve as a basis for
new spelling words must be within total past ex-
perience background of the child before he pro-
gresses in the direction of learning the more
specific techniques of spelling a word*
These readings have shown that there is further need
for investigation in the field of spelling errors, word
selection, and methods of teaching. It is evident from this
study of previous research that no investigator has attempted
to compare the spelling errors of a group of pupils in free
writing with the words that they have been taught in the
spelling curriculum.
1/ J. Harold Straub, "An Organismic Approach to Spelling,
ementary English Review
, 19:56, February, 1942.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
Restatement of problem *-- The purpose of this study
is to compile, tabulate, and analyze a list of spelling
errors from all of the written work of ninety-one pupils
in three fourth grades for a period of ten weeks beginning
December 3, 1945, and ending February 15, 1946*
Method of collecting spelling errors .-- At the com-
pletion of each day for a period of ten weeks, all the
written work accomplished in each of three fourth grades
with a total enrollment of ninety-one pupils was carefully
checked for spelling errors.
Arrangement of misspellings during process of collecting
errors .— A file was made containing the names of ninety-one
pupils whose spelling errors were used in this study and
their names were arranged alphabetically by classes. Each
pupils file card was divided into subject areas so that his
spelling errors could be listed under the subjects in which
they were made 0 The subjects under which errors were listed
were: Arithmetic, Health, Ethics, Penmanship, Science, the
Social Studies, Language and Reading. During the ten-week
period of this study, the misspelled words and the types of
14-
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errors made were listed on the file card of each pupil* If
the same type of error for a word was made within the same
subject area, this was noted by checking the original error
15
*
\
Compilation of spelling errors .-- After the close of
the ten-week period for collecting spelling errors, the proc-
ess of compilation was commenced*
Every misspelled word accompanied by its types of spell-
ing errors on the individual pupil* s file card was arranged
in alphabetical order within each subject heading. After
this was accomplished, all the words misspelled by the entire
ninety-one pupils were arranged in alphabetical order within
each subject heading. Then, the entire list of words was
arranged in alphabetical order with a disregard for subject
headings*
During the process of compilation the following nota-
tions beside each word were made :
1* The number of times the word was misspelled.
2* The types of errors made.
3. The grade-level of the word, which showed whether
or not the word had been taught in the spelling
curriculum, or if it would be taught by the comple-
tion of grade four, or if it was not listed in the
spelling text.
1/ Fred C.Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody,
Modern-Life Speller
,
Book One
,
Yonkers-on-Hudson,Hew York:
World Book Company, 1536.
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Tabulation of Spelling Errors
Each word “in the entire list of spelling errors was
tabulated in the following manner :
1# The grade level of the word was noted according
2/
to the spelling text up to the time of the
initiation of the study.
2. A word that was supplementary when the study was
commenced but would be taught later in the
3/
spelling text was noted.
4/
3. A word not listed in the spelling text,—' was
classified as a supplementary word.
4. The number of errors for each word in each sub-
ject was recorded.
5. The number of times a word occurred in different
subjects was recorded.
6. The total misspellings for each word were re-
corded.
1/ See Appendix.
2/ Fred C. Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody,
Modern-Life Speller
,
Book One . Yonkers-on-Hudson,Uew York:
World Book Company, 1936.
3/ Loc. cit.
4/ Loc . cit
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The findings resulting from the preceding tabula-
tion of each misspelled word are as follows :
1. Grade Level in Spelling Text of Words Misspelled
by 91 Fourth Grade Pupils.
2. Total Humber of Different Words Misspelled in
Written Material in Various Subject Matter
Fields.
3. Total Misspellings in Each Subject
4. Words Most Frequently Misspelled by 91 Fourth
Grade Pupils Arranged in Rank Order of Frequency.
From using the data dealing with the misspellings of
the individual pupil compiled during the course of this
study, the number of different pupils who misspelled the
words of highest frequency was tabulated.
Analysis of spelling errors .— The spelling errors
analyzed in this study were the most frequent errors made
in the words of highest frequency.
The most frequent types of errors were tabulated from
the compilation of data arranged in alphabetical order by
subjects containing the misspelled words and their erroneous
spellings, tfhe classifications used in analyzing these
errors were the classifications most often used by research
workers in the field of spelling errors.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The data were analyzed to determine :
1* In what grade levels, grade one to four, showed
the greatest number of misspelled words that had
been previously taught,
2. Of what significance was the number of misspelled
words that would be taught later in grade four.
3. What was the number of supplementary words misspelled
in comparison to the words misspelled that had been
taught.
4. What was the relation of supplementary words mis-
spelled to the total number of misspellings.
5. Of what significance was the total number of different
words misspelled in each subject.
6. What were the total misspellings in each subject.
7. What implications for teaching can be made after
making a comparison between Table II and Table III.
8. What were the misspelled words of highest frequency.
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9. What words of highest frequency were taught previously
in the spelling text and what words would he taught
at a later date*
10* Of what significance was the number of different
pupils misspelling the words of highest frequency.
11. What types of errors were most prevalent in the
most frequently misspelled words.
12* Of what value is a study of spelling errors to
the classroom teacher.
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TABLE I
GRADE LEVEL IF SPELLING TEXT
OF WORDS MISSPELLED BY NINETY-ONE
FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
In text-Grade I Level 46
In text-Grade II Level 175
In text-Grade III Level 255
In text-Grade IV* Level 84
Supplementary*- Grade IV Level 159
Supplementary** 1247
Total 1964
*Grade IV Level- These words were taught in Grade IV,
before the initiation of this study.
*Supplementary-Grade IV Level- These words would be
taught later in Grade IV, and after the initiation of this
study.
**Supplementary - These words were not contained in
the spelling text
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Table I shows the grade level according to the spelling
text ^ of the number of different misspelled words in this
study, the number of different supplementary words or words
2 /
not contained in the spelling text —
' ,
and the number of
different words to be taught in grade four after the initiation
of this study, which are referred to on this table as Supple-
mentary Grade IV Level* The total of this chart gives the
number of different words misspelled over a period of ten weeks*
The implications derived from this chart would seem to
indicate that there is less carry over in spelling from the
previous grade as the child progresses from grade to grade*
However, this can be offset by the fact that there is a
greater number of spelling words taught in each succeeding
grade.
Grade three shows the greatest number of different mis-
spelled words of the words that had been taught. This factor
can be rationalized, as possibly the words taught in grade
three are more applicable to the pupils of grade four for
daily usage than words taught in grades one and two.
The number of misspellings of supplementary words on
Grade IV level definitely points to the conclusion that some
of these words should be taught earlier in the school year,
as they are needed by the pupils in their free writing*
1 / Fred C. Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody,
op * cit.
2/ Loc. cit .
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This table shows that 1247 supplementary words were mis-
spelled and a total of columns one, two, three and four re-
veals that 558 words that had been taught were misspelled
during this study. This evidence indicates that words that
have been taught are being used, but at times are not being
spelled correctly. This would seem to imply that a study of
spelling methods should be made in order to provide sufficient
transfer of the pupils 1 spelling vocabulary to his free writ-
ing. These pupils misspelled more than twice as many supple-
mentary words as words that they have been taught. This
factor indicates that a study of selection of words is in
order.
It is most significant to note that of the 1964 different
misspelled words, 1247 of these words were supplementary words,
or words not located in the spelling curriculum. This defi-
nitely shows that pupils should have their own supplementary
spelling lists, as such a large number of supplementary
words indicates that these words are misspelled by many differ-
ent pupils.
An individual supplementary list would be of much value
to the pupil, as the words on his list are words that he uses
but cannot spell correctly, and to make these words an addi-
tion to his spelling and writing vocabulary would be a feat
of personal achievement.
‘
TABLE II
TOTAL NUMBER OP DIFFERENT WORDS
MISSPELLED IN WRITTEN MATERIAL IN
VARIOUS SUBJECT MATTER FIELDS
Arith- Pen- Social Lan- Read-
metio Health Ethics manship Science Studies guage ing Total
103 63 20 126 125 286 685 1179 2587
The conclusions to be drawn from this table are obvious.
Since the greatest amount of written work is carried on in
the areas of reading, language, and the social studies, the
largest number of spelling errors are found in these sub-
jects. It shows, also, that a class supplementary spelling
vocabulary for the most frequently used words in these sub-
ject areas would decrease the number of spelling errors.
At this point, the teacher should initiate a study of the
spelling errors made by her pupils in order to find and
correct the most frequent types of errors made.
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TABLE III
Arith- Pen- Social Lan- Read-
—
metic Health Ethics manship Science Studies guage ing Total
215 149 61 245 231 828 1348 2604 5681
Table III and Table II show a similarity. In making a
comparison between Table III and Table II, it is noted imme-
diately that the most outstanding similarity between these
two tables is that the largest number of misspellings is in
the three subject areas of reading, language, and the social
studies, and the smallest number of misspellings is in the
subject areas of ethics, health, and arithmetic. The differ-
ence between these two tables is that the number of mis-
spellings listed in Table III almost doubles or triples the
number of misspellings listed in Table II.
After completing a comparison of Table III and Table II,
the implications for teaching are that spelling errors do not
decrease with increased usage, but the errors persist either
in the same or in different forms. Therefore, the teacher
must correct the initial error made by the pupil in order to
prevent the constant repetition of this error. Again, it can
be stated that individual supplementary lists will aid in
decreasing the number of spelling errors for the individual
pupil
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TABLE IV
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Words
Number of Total
Different Misspell-
Pupils ings of
Who Mis- Word
spelled
Word
Grade
Level in
Spelling
Text to
December
3
Grade IV
December
3- June
Supple-
mentary
Outside
Book
1. their 44 91 3
2* because 33 63 3
3* Christinas 26 41 2
4* friend 26 46 X
5. Connecticut 23 29 X
6. temperature 23 28 X
7. cotton 20 23 3
8. beautiful 18 26 X
9. family 18 31 X
10. paper 18 26 2
11. country 18 17 X
12. him 16 31 1
13. where 16 23 3
14. which 16 20 3
15. squirrels 15 18 X
16. through 15 16 X
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TABLE IV f continued
)
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
— — - -
Number of Total Grade Grade IV Supple-
Different Misspell- Level in December mentary
Words Pupils ings of Spelling 3- June Outside
Wlio Mis- Word Text to Book
spelled December
Word 3
17. Indians 14 17 X
18. received 14 23 X
19. brought 13 17 3
20. different 13 21 X
21. first 13 16 3
22. granite 13 13 X
23. people 13 16 4
24. would 13 23 3
25. present 12 17 X
26. Atlantic 11 11 X
27. Brookton 11 12 X
28. children 11 12 3
29. climbed 11 11 3
30. covered - 11 12 4
31. didn’t 11 22 3
32. friendly 11 11 X
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TABLE IV (continued)
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Number of Total
Different Misspell-
Words Pupils ings of
Who Mis- Word
spelled
Word
Grade
Level in
Spelling
Text to
December
3
Grade IV
December
3- June
Supple-
mentary
Outside
Book
33. having 11 14 3
34. important 11 13 X
35. Merrimac 11 14 X
36. other 11 12 3
37. president 11 14 X
38. radio 11 15 X
39. receive 11 13 X
40. something 11 19 3
41. with 11 17 2
42. ground 10 10 2
43. learned 10 11 3
44. machines 10 13 X
45. middle 10 10 X
46. minutes 10 15 X
47. morning 10 11 3
48. northern 10 10 X
49. there 10 14 3
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TABLE IV (continued)
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Number of Total Grade Grade IV Supple-
Different Misspell- Level in December mentary
Words Pupils ings of Spelling 3- June Outside
Who Mis- Word Text to Book
spelled December
Word 3
50. they 10 16 3
51
,
thought 10 16 X
52. upon 10 11 3
53. when 10 26 2
54. believe 9 10 4
55. bicycle 9 13 X
56. borrowed 9 10 X
57. custom 9 12 X
58. electric 9 10 X
59. enough 9 13 X
60. island 9 14 X
61. Massachusetts 9 14 X
62. presents 9 13 2
63. some 9 19 2
9 64. southern 9 12 X
65. about 8 14 3
66. harbor 8 11 *
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TABLE IV (continued)
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Words
Number of Total
Different Misspell-
Pupils ings of
Who Mis- Word
spelled
Word
Grade
Level in
Spelling
Text to
December
3
Grade IV
December
3- June
Supple-
mentary
Outside
Book
67. know 8 13 3
68. manufacture 8 18 X
69. money 8 11 3
70. more 8 11 3
71. name 8 15 3
72. said 8 14 2
73. swimming 8 13 4
74. telephone 8 15 x
75. valentine 8 15 x
76. animal
8
7 11 X
77. from 7 14 2
78. my 7 13 2
79. committee 6 10 X
80. little 6 12 1
81. many 6 11 3
82. pencils 6 11 X
83. were 6 10 3
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TABLE IV ( concluded
)
WORDS MOST FREQUENTLY MISSPELLED
BY NINETY-ONE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
ARRANGED IN RANK ORDER OF FREQUENCY
Words
Number of Total
Different Misspell-
Pupils ings of
Who Mis- Word
spelled
Word
Grade
Level in
Spelling
Text to
December
3
Grade IV
December
3- June
Supple-
mentary
Outside
Book
84. came 5 14 1
85. interesting 5 11 X
86. mother 5 13 2
87. Neponset 6 11 X
88. numbers 5 10 X
89. soldiers 5 10 X
90. bird 4 10 1
91. far 4 14 1
92. journey 4 12 X
93. planning 4 12 X
TOTALS 46 6 4!
The ninety-three words contained in Table IV were select-
ed, after carefully checking each word with its accompanying
1/
number of misspellings in the list of 1964 different mis-
spelled words. Table IV resulted from the selection of those
1] See Appendix.
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words that had the highest frequency of misspellings of ten
and above*
It is interesting to study in Table IV the number of
different pupils who misspelled the ninety-three words of
highest frequency* This tabulation brings the writer to
the conclusion that many opportunities should be provided
wherein these words would be used frequently. This list
of words will make an excellent class supplementary spelling
list for the fourth grade whose errors were compiled in this
study* It can serve, also, as a test list for other fourth
grades*
Table IV shows that of the ninety-three words misspelled
of highest frequency, forty-six of these words had been pre-
viously taught in the spelling curriculum, six would be taught
before the end of grade four, and the remaining forty-one
words are supplementary words.
The implications for teaching are that the forty-six
words that had been taught have not yet become part of
certain pupils 1 spelling vocabularies. After the errors
of the individual pupil have been corrected, he should be
given many opportunities to use frequently the word or words
that he had misspelled. The need of supplementary lists can
be reiterated because of the great number of supplementary
words that are misspelled*
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SUMMARY OP TABLES I, II .III, and IV
After making a thorough analysis of Tables I, II, III,
and IV, the most outstanding finding was that the majority
of words used by these pupils were supplementary words.
Previous research has shown that in order to find a true
picture of a pupil’s selection of words, the words must be
selected from the free writing of the pupil, preferably out
of school. In this study, the pupils used words contained
in their daily free writing in the school curriculum. However,
it is to be noted, that the words used in the subject area
of penmanship were misspellings made in direct copying from
the board. In other subject areas, a small percentage of
the words was directly copied. As the purpose of this study
is to compile, tabulate, and analyze the spelling errors of
pupils made in free writing, it can be stated again that the
majority of errors in this study were errors made in the free
writing of the pupils.
Ho study, to the knowledge of the writer, has been made
which has compared the errors made by pupils in free writing
with the words that they have been taught in the spelling
curriculum.
Table I and Table IV clearly indicated that there were
not only many errors in words that have been termed supple-
mentary in this study, but there were many errors in words
that have been taught. This finding seems to indicate that
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if the words taught are not used frequently and are not of
high interest value to the pupil, they will not become part
of his spelling vocabulary. Therefore, the problem is closely
aligned with the selection of words. There are a variety of
studies that have shown that the selection of words in highly
approved spelling textB diverges greatly, when a comparison
of the words in the text has been made. The conclusion can be
reached, after a study of Table I, Table IV and previous re-
search, that individual supplementary spelling lists will aid
in the ever-present problem of word selection.
The conclusion can be drawn, after studying the number of
errors listed in Table II and Table III, that many of these
errors in each subject are due to carelessness, as the pupil
is concentrating upon the subject material involved and not
the correct spelling of the word. An analysis of the most
frequent errors based upon the data used to compile Table II
and Table III will show whether or not these errors are due
to lapses or are errors of a more serious nature.
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TABLE V
CLASSIFICATION OF MOST FREQUENT ERRORS
IN WORDS OF HIGHEST FREQUENCY
Omission Addition Substi- Transpo- Phonetic
Word tuition sition
their thier
hecause becase
friend freind
Christmas Cristmas
family famly
him hem
Connecticut Conecticut
temperature temperchure
beautiful beauitiful
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TABLE Y (continued)
CLASSIFICATION OF MOST
IN WORDS OF HIGHEST
FREQUENT ERRORS
FREQUENCY
Omission Addition Substi- Transpo- Phonetic
Word tution sition
something somthing
manufacture manufactur
squirrels squirls
brought brot
country contry
Indians Indains
present pressent
with whith
first frist
people poeple
they thay
thought thot
through thrue
minutes minites
name nane
radio raido
telephone telphone
valentine valentne
about abought
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TABLE Y ( continued
)
CLASSIFICATION OF MOST
IN WORDS OF HIGHEST
FREQUENT ERRORS
FREQUENCY
Omission Addition Substi- Transpo- Phonetic
Word tution sition
came cane
far for
from frome
having haveing
i sland iland
Massachusetts Massachustts
Merrimac Merremac
there there
president presadent
said siad
bicycle bisical
enough eough
granite granit
important important
know now
machines machine
mother nother
my ny
presents presents
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TABLE V (continued)
CLASSIFICATION OF MOST FREQUENT ERRORS
IN WORDS OF HIGHEST FREQUENCY
Word
Omission Addition Substi- Transpor-
tation sition
Phonetic
receive recive
swimming swiming
Brockton Broeton
children chrildren
covered coverd
custom - custon
J ourney jerny
little littel
other outher
planning planing
southern southen
animals animils
Atlantic Adlantic
climbed climed
friendly freindly
harbor harber
interesting intrasting
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TABLE V (concluded)
CLASSIFICATION OF MOST FREQUENT ERRORS
IN WORDS OF HIGHEST FREQUENCY
Word
Omission Addition Substi- Transpo- Phonetic
tdtion sition
many meny
money mony
,
more nore
morning moning
Neponset Neponsit
pencils pencls
upon apon
believe belive
bird brid
borrowed borowed
committee commitee
electric electrick
ground groud
middle midle
northern northen
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soldiers soliders
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Table V which shows a classification of the most frequent
errors in words of highest frequency indicated that the most
frequent errors in these words were errors of omission, addi-
tion, substitution, transposition, and errors of a phonetic
nature# The classification of errors in this study was chosen,
as these types of errors were mentioned most frequently by
those who did extensive studies in the field of spelling errors.
Errors of omission were the most common in this analysis,
1/
followed by errors of substitution# According to Hollingworth,
"These errors are made by children who lknow better'
,
who can
correct the mistakes spontaneously as soon as attention is
called to it." Prom this statement it would seem apparent
that these children can spell correctly many of the words
misspelled in this study#
Although the analysis of spelling errors contained in
this study is of a highly superficial nature, it is included
here, as it offers to the teacher many implications for better
teaching.
Many highly technical studies have been accomplished in
the field of spelling errors# Studies of this type involve
much time and energy on the part of the investigator, and it
would be impossible for the classroom teacher to initiate this
kind of a study#
1/ Leta S. Hollingworth, The Psychology of Special Disability
in Spelling
,
Teachers College Contributions to Education,
*o. 88# New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1918,
p#38#
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The specific implication for teaching drawn from Table V
is that the teacher can tabulate the spelling errors of each
pupil in her classroom for a short period of time* The errors
found can be classified according to this table, and an in-
dividual analysis of each pupil 1 s errors will aid in over-
coming the type of error which he makes. This will result,
also, in the teacher 1 s improving her methods of teaching in
order to decrease the number of errors found in the free
writing of her pupils.
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CHAPTER Y
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Purpose of the study .— The purpose of this study was
to compile, tabulate, and to analyze a list of spelling
errors from all the written work of ninety-one pupils in
three fourth grades for a period of ten weeks 0
Conclusions.— The following conclusions can be drawn
from the data collected in this study:
1* There is a definite need for individual supplementary
spelling lists.
2» Spelling errors are more frequent in supplementary
words.
3 # Reading, language, and the social studies are the
subject areas which show a particular need for supple-
mentary spelling lists.
4. There are ninety-three most frequently misspelled
words in this study, which are recommended for a
class supplementary spelling list, as these errors
were made by many different pupils.
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Conclusions (continued)
5. An analysis of the most frequent errors in the words
of highest frequency showed that the majority of
errors were errors of omission and substitution.
6* The list of the common aspects of errors will serve
as a basis for a more effective teaching and learning
program,
7, A teacher must guide the selection of supplementary
words in her classroom.
8, A study of spelling errors will provide the necessary
information to serve as a basis of individual remedial
work*
9, There is need for a study of spelling methods in order
to increase the number of words spelled correctly in
free writing.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
1. Carry on the same type of study with one grade for
a longer period of time suoh as, twenty weeks to
discover spelling needs and errors in the grade.
2. Carry on an identical study to this in a different
location to discover if there is a difference in
spelling needs as determined by locality.
3. Continue a study of this type for one year with one
class to find only the words of highest frequency
used by the largest number of different pupils.
4. Carry on this study with three groups of selected
pupils, one group with above average I.Q.; the
second group with average I.Q., and the third group
with below average I.Q., to determine whether spelling
errors are influenced by intelligence.
5. Carry on this study with a group of boys and a group
of girls with corresponding achievement ratings to
determine if sex is a factor influencing spelling
achievement.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY (continued)
6 0 Give a spelling test of twenty-five words, containing
the words that had been taught in the previous grade,
to each of four grades in several different schools
in the same system to find the percentage of carry-
over from grade to grade.
7. Compare and study the spelling errors of two groups
of children, one group using supplementary spelling
lists and the other group using a basic spelling text
to determine which group has the lowest percentage
of errors and if the supplementary word list is of
greater value than a basic spelling text.
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APPENDIX

Key to Notations Preceding Words in Appendix
1,2, 3, 4- Denote grade level at which the word was taught
previously in spelling text, before this study
was initiated,
S4 - Denotes words taught in grade 4, after initiation
of this study,
S - Supplementary words or words not found in spelling
text —
/
Key to Column Headings :
ARI- Arithmetic
HEA- Health
ETH- Ethics
PEN- Penmanship
SCI- Science
S. S,- Social Studies
LAN- Language
REA- Reading
No.W.- Number of different subjects in which word occurred.
T.M,- Total Misspellings for word.
1/ Fred C, Ayer, E.E. Oberholtzer and Clifford Woody,
Modern-Life Speller
,
Book One . Yonkers~on-Eudson,New York:
World Book Company, 1936.
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S agree
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S* alive
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S alligator
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3 almost
3 alone
3 always
1 am
SA America
S* American
S amount 1
1 and
S angle
S angrily
4 animal
5 announcement
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S arranged
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2 asked
S assembly 1
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S athletic 3
S Atlantic
S atomic
S attack
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S attempted
S attend
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S attention
S Australia
S. author
S* automobile
S average 3
S averaged 1
awful
S babies
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S bacteria
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4 banana 1
5 bananas 1
S barber
S bargain
3 bark
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4 baseball 1 1 2 2
s basement 3 1 3
s basements 6 1 6
5 basket 1 1 1
S baths 1 1 1
S battery 1 1 1
s boys 1 1 1
s bears 3 1 3
s beanshooters 1 1 1
SA beards 1 1 1
S4 beat 1 1 1
s beautiful 7 7 12 3 26
3 became 1 1 1
3 because 4 5 4 50 4 63
3. bed 1 1 1
S4 bedroom 2 1 2
3 been 4 3 2 7
S beetles 1 1 1
3 before 1 6 1 3 8
3 began 1 1 1
4 beginning 2 4 2 6
S beginnings 3 1 3
3 behind 2 1 2
4 believe 1 6 3 3 10
belongings 1 1 1
S4 bench 1 1 1
S Berkshire 1 1 1
S Berkshires 2 1 2
4 berries 3 1 3
4 berry 1 1 1
S beside 1 1 1
3 between 5 1 5
S Beverly 3 1 3
S bewildered 1 1 1
S bicycle 1 6 6 3 13
s bicycles 1 1 1
4 bigger 4 2 1 1 4 8
3 biggest 1 1 1 3 3
S bike 1 1 1
1 bird 3 1 3 3 4 10
S birds 1 1 1
3 birthday 5 1 5
s*
biscuit 2 1 2
bitter 1 1 1
S blackness 1 1 1
S4 Blacky 1 1 1
S blew 1 1 1
S blizzard 2 1 2
8 blue 1 2 2 3
S Blue Hills 1 1 1
s blue Jay 1 1 2 2
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S4 board
S boards
S boasted
2 boat
S bodies
S bones 3
3 boot
S4 born
S borrowed
S Boston 1
S both 1
3 bothered
bottle 1
bottom
bought
S boulevard
S bounce
S boundaries
S bowl
S bowlegged
S bowling
S bowls
S bowman
S boxes 4
S boys
S Braintree
4 branches
5 bravely
S Brazil
2 bread
3 break
4 breakfast 1
5 breeze
S bride
S bridge
S brief
S bring
S broadcasting
S Brockton
2^ broke
S* broken
2 brother
3 brought
4 brown
5 brownies 3
4 brush
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3 build
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S4 built
S bulb
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S bulletin
S bumpy
S Bunker
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2 burned
S burning
S burst
S business
3 bush
2 butter
S butterflies
3 but
3 buying
S Buzzards
1 by
S cablegram
S cactus
2 cake 1
S4 calcium
S calf
S California
4 cabled
1 came
1 can
5 canal
S candle
S candles
2 candy 1
S canoes
S canteen
S Cape Cod
S capitol
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S oompletely
S concerns
S concert
S confessed
S confession
S Connecticut
S continued
3 cookies
S copper
2 com
3 comer
S correctly
3 cost 1
3 cotton
S cougars
4 couldn’t
2 count
5 countries
S country
S country’s
S county
S couple
S course
4 cousin
4 covered
5 coyotes
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S* cracker
S crackers 1
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ARI HEA ETH PEH SCI s.s. LAE REA Eo.W. T.M.
s crossed 1 1 1
3 crossing 2 1 2
•
S crowbar 1 1 1
S4 crowded 1 1 1
S crumbs 6 1 1 3 8
S cubes 1 1 1
S cubs 2 1 2
s. cuddled 1 1 1
s4 cupboard 1 1 1
s curious 3 1 3
s curiously 1 1 1
s curly 1 1 1
s curtsy 1 1 1
s custard 1 1 1
s custom 12 1 12
s cutting 1 1 1
s daddy 1 s 1 1 1
3 daisy 1 1 1
s damaged 1 1 1
s Danvers 1 1 1
s darkness 1 - 1 1
s darning 1 1 1
s daughter 3 1 2 4
s daytime 1 1 1
s dazzling 1 1 1
SA deaf 1 1 1
s
4 dearest 1 1 1
s4 debt 1 1 1
s4 December 1 1 1 3 3
s decided 1 3 2 4
s deck 2 1 2
s decorate 1 1 1
s decorating 1 1 1
s decorations 1 1 1
s Deerfield 1 1 1
s delicious 3 1 3
s delivery 1 1 1
s dependable 1 1 1
s derrick 1 1 1
s describe 1 1 1
s deserted 1 1 1
s deserter 1 1 1
s deserved 1 1 1
•
3 desk 2 1 2
s dessert 1 1 1
s development 1 1 1
s dialogues 2 1 2
. s diamond 1 1 1
1 did 1 1 2 2
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3 pack
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s pores 2 1 2
s portable 1 1 1
s position 1 1 1
i s post 1 1 1w s postman 1 1 1
4 potato 2 2 2 4
4 potatoes 2 1 2
S pottery 1 1 2 2
S pounce 1 1 1
3 pound 1 1 1
S pounds 1 1 1
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S powder 1 1 1
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s praise 1 1 1
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s precious 2 1 2
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s present 8 9 2 17
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S president 3 9 2 3 14
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S pupils
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S quarrel
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s setting 1 1 1
s settled 1 1 1
s settles 1 1 1
2 seven 1 1 1
S seventh 1 1 1
S several 2 1 1 3 4
SA shack 1 1 1
s
4
shade 1 1 1
3 shall 1 1 1
3 sharp 1 1 1
S shattered 1 1 1
4 shell 2 1 2
S shells 1 1 1
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S shine 1 1 1
s shines 1 1 1
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S shovel 1 7 2 8
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1 sit
3 sitting
S size
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S4 skin
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S sleeping
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2 some 1 7 11 3 19
somebody 2 1 2
S4 someone 3 1 3
something 1 1 7 10 4 19
S4 sometime 1 1 2 2
3 sometimes 1 1 1
4 somewhere 4 1 4
2 soon 2 1 2 3
S soul 1 1 1
3 south 8 1 8
S southern 12 1 12
3 sound 1 1 1
S sparkling 1 1 1
s sparrow 3 1 3
s sparrows 1 1 1
s spear 1 1 1
s spears 1 1 1 3 3
s special 3 1 3
s speckled 2 1 2
3 spelling 1 1 2 2
S spinners 1 1 1
s spirit 1 1 1
s splashed 1 1 1
S4 splendid 1 1 1
s spoiled 1 1 1
s spoke 1 2 2 3
2 spool 1 1 1
3 spot 1 1 1
S spotted 1 1 1
S sprained 1 1 1
4 spread 1 1 1
3 spring 2 1 2
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S sprout 1 1 1
S spruce 1 1 1
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s Squantum 2 1 2
s square 1 1 1
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